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	NAME: Yaran
	DESCRIPTION: Yaran are a technologically-advanced space-faring race. Their are numerous spices & herbs that grow only on Thryaran IX. As a result they have powerful trade ties with numerous other space-faring species. They are matriarchal, deferring to the eldest female. Family units are important, with clans often involving numerous families & 100s of individuals. However, a strong sense of pack is maintained, & packs are made of chosen allies rather than birth. There society is as permissive as possible, the laws designed to be the least restrictive they can & still protect there society & culture. They value social interactions, including mutual grooming, hugs, cuddles, meals, & time spent near each other in quiet contemplation or work.          Names: At least two. Kitten-Name & at adulthood, a Pride-Name. Kitten names: Puddle-jumper, Licks-the-sky, Carry-me, White-paw, Cone-tail. Female Pride: Behrine, Ealiliah, Eyba, Isya, Lassika, Maor, Nafret, Rana, Salna. Male Pride: Armet, Doshaq, Ibrix, Hibari, Karm, Mostif, Onzese, Rabka, Zef.
	ERA:  2371 and beyond (Shackleton Expanse
	Text Field 13: We seek the origin of our species.
	Text Field 7: Control +1, Insight +1, Presence +1.
	Text Field 8: Yaran are the size, weight, & shape of house-cats, & come in all varieties that house-cats do. Avg Ht: 8-11 inches (avg length 12-20" w/o tail, +8-14" w/ tail); Avg Wt: 7-11 lbs; Age of Maturity: 5 years; Lifespan: ~130 years. They rarely wear clothing, though they do wear a necklace that generates an invisible forcefield that covers there body & provides environmental protection [Resistance 2 vs All, 1 hour in a vacuum]. 
	TALENTS: Yaran, or with GM's permission.
	TALENT NAME 1: Telepathic Communication
	TALENT TEXT 1: As / Betazoid talent. Yaran can mentally communicate with any creature within 30 feet. There are no limitations to whom they can use this talent with, though an active Mind Shield will block it, the recipient will be made aware of the attempt.
	TALENT NAME 2: Telekinesis [Weight limit: Insight score in kg]  
	TALENT TEXT 2: Yaran have an innate telekinetic ability which allow them to use, carry, & manipulate objects. They can use eqpt, & hang objects off there 5 feet telekinetic field. They must have line of sight to any object they manipulate. They can shrink the field closer (Minor Action to reduce it). 
	TALENT NAME 3: 
	TALENT TEXT 3: 
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